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Abstract

To attain promising pharmacotherapies, researchers have applied drug repurposing (DR) techniques to discover the

candidate medicines to combat the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak. Although many DR approaches have

been introduced for treating different diseases, only structure-based DR (SBDR) methods can be employed as the first

therapeutic option against the COVID-19 pandemic because they rely on the rudimentary information about the diseases

such as the sequence of the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 genome. Hence, to try out new treatments for

the disease, the first attempts have been made based on the SBDR methods which seem to be among the proper choices for

discovering the potential medications against the emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases. Given the importance of

SBDR approaches, in the present review, well-known SBDR methods are summarized, and their merits are investigated.

Then, the databases and software applications, utilized for repurposing the drugs against COVID-19, are introduced. Besides,

the identified drugs are categorized based on their targets. Finally, a comparison is made between the SBDR approaches and

other DR methods, and some possible future directions are proposed.
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INTRODUCTION

In the late 2019, the emergence of the animal-origin coronavirus,

named severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-

CoV-2), made the world face the critical challenges. The World

Health Organization (WHO) named the newly virus-induced dis-

ease, which spread rapidly throughout the globe and infected

humans at a rate of knots, the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-

19) [1]. SARS-CoV-2 was shown to be an enveloped virus with

different proteins on its surface,which entraps a single-stranded

ribonucleic acid (ssRNA) with its about 30 000 base pairs [2]. The

long viral genome of the virus is packed inside a helical capsid

formed by the nucleocapsid proteins. The SARS-CoV-2 subge-

nomic RNAs encodes four types of structural proteins, including

envelope (E), nucleocapsid (N), spike (S) and membrane (M) pro-

teins. Besides the genes which encode the structural proteins,

there exist some specific genomic regions that encode the viral

proteins required for its replication. The functions of the SARS-

CoV-2’s proteins and those of the host cell, interactingwith them,

are explained in Supplementary Tables S1–S3 (see Supplemen-

tary Data available online at http://bib.oxfordjournals.org/). A

comprehensive scheme of the virus’s life cycle is also presented

in Figure 1.

The existing similarities between the SARS-CoV-2 and some

other viruses, including SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV and human

immunodeficiency viruses (HIV), help understand the SARS-

CoV-2’s mechanism of action and help develop the potential

therapeutic and prophylactic approaches [3]. Herein, to acceler-

ate discovering anti-COVID-19 candidate therapeutics, various

techniques have been introduced, such as repurposing the

antivirals and anti-inflammatory drugs, detecting antibodies,

immunemodulators (e.g. adjuvants) and vaccine-based targeted

delivery systems. From among the introduced approaches, drug

repurposing (DR) methods, which seek the hidden benefits of

the existing drugs in treating different diseases, have produced

promising outcomes.Given the capabilities of the computational

approaches in reducing the spent time and cost of the drug

discovery projects [4], many studies have been conducted to

identify the candidate medicines for treating COVID-19. In

this review, based on the utilized computational DR methods,

the studies (at the time of conducting this review) have been

divided into four classes, including (i) machine learning (ML),

(ii) network-based (NB), (iii) structure-based DR (SBDR) and (iv)

hybrid approaches.

Considering the fact that most of the computational

DR methods rely on a sufficient volume of data, the SBDR

approaches can handle the issue properly because of their

reliance on the rudimentary information. For example, researchers

compare the first genome of SARS-CoV-2 with the other ones

and model the 3D structure of its proteins based on the knowl-

edge obtained from some previously introduced techniques [5,

6]. Then, after applying the screening techniques to discover

candidate medicines against COVID-19, the chemical/natural

compounds are scored using the docking methods in a short

time. Therefore, the SBDR approaches might prove to be an

early and suitable drug discovery plan to cure not only COVID-

19 but also the other emerging diseases. To perform the SBDR

techniques, currently, there exist multiple docking software

tools, which have been developed based on the different

algorithms, which can be categorized based on their operational

nature into several main groups as follows:

(i) Heuristic and metaheuristic-based algorithms: Detecting

the conformational shape of a ligand and a protein, in

which the components can bind together properly, is a

nondeterministic polynomial (NP)-hard problem. To deal

with such the problem, some heuristic (e.g. fast Fourier

transform algorithm for protein–protein docking [7]) and

metaheuristic algorithms [e.g. genetic algorithm (GA) for

ligand–protein docking [8]] have been proposed. Overall,

metaheuristic algorithms can yield better outcomes com-

pared to the heuristic ones, and the probability that they fall

into the local optima is lower than the heuristic algorithms

[9, 10].

(ii) Grid-based and blind docking algorithms: Based on the prior

knowledge about the possible binding sites of a protein,

biological experts specify a box which confines the search

space of an algorithm. However, in case such a knowledge

does not exist, an exhaustive search strategy, named blind

docking, must be carried out [11]. Although the existing

toolboxes usually support two types of the grid-based and

blind docking techniques to enhance the accuracy of the

outcomes, it is essential to utilize efficient algorithmswhen

the search space of the problem is large [12].

(iii) Flexible and rigid structure-based algorithms: Since the

flexible docking algorithms consider the atoms’ 3D geome-

try properties such as torsion of hyperplanes, the rigid dock-

ing algorithms ignore them. As a result, the flexible docking

algorithms produce outcomes which are most likely to be

observed in nature [13]. However, the molecular dynamics

(MD) simulations can investigate the limitation of the rigid

docking algorithms and validate or deny their outcomes

[14]. This class of techniques can also be categorized based

on the energy and shape complementary-based scoring

algorithms, which are related to the flexible and rigid dock-

ing methods, respectively.

The main contributions of this review are listed as follows:

(i) To investigate the early SBDR-based methods against

COVID-19.

(ii) To categorize the detected drugs based on their targets.

(iii) To discuss the capabilities of the SBDR methods in finding

the candidate medicines to tackle not only COVID-19 but

also other emerging infectious diseases.

(vi) To introduce and describe bioinformatics software suites

and databases used in the SBDR approaches.

A CLASSIFICATION OF THE
COMPUTATIONAL-BASED DR METHODS
AGAINST COVID-19

Up to now, various computational-based DR approaches have

been proposed for controlling different diseases [15]. In this

section, DR methods, introduced for managing COVID-19, are

categorized into some groups based on their computational

techniques:

(i) ML-based methods: ML approaches are usually involved in

predicting the drug–target (e.g. drug–protein, drug–pathway

and drug–gene) interactions (DTIs) [16]. To this end, based

on the experimentally validated DTIs, a model is generated

to predict whether a drug and a target of interest have a

significant interaction or not [17]. The obtained model is

then applied to detect the potential medications that can

inhibit the main targets of SARS-CoV-2, including S protein,

Mpro and RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp). The ML

techniques, which are usually used for screening the drugs

against COVID-19, produce more accurate predictions than

https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbab113#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbab113#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbab113#supplementary-data
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Figure 1. The schematic presentation of SARS-CoV-2’s life cycle. This study has divided the life cycle of the virus into six main processes, consisting of (A) viral entry,

(B) viral RNA and nucleocapsid release into the cytoplasm, (C) production of non-structural proteins, (D) replication, transcription and translation, (E) viral assembly

and (F) virion release. DMV, double membrane vesicle; DPP4, dipeptidyl peptidase 4; mRNA, messenger RNA; E, envelope; ER, endoplasmic reticulum; M, membrane; N,

nucleocapsid; nsps, non-structural proteins; pp1a, polyprotein 1a; pp1ab, polyprotein 1ab; S, spike.

the other technicalmethods [18].Nevertheless, compared to

other approaches, they are more dependent on the amount

of the collected data. The predicted results also require to

be validated by the secondary approaches such as in vivo, in

vitro, and/or in-silico experiments [19].

(ii) NB methods: Considering the connections between dif-

ferent biological elements, such as genes, proteins and

microRNAs, it seems that the NB approaches are the

most promising techniques for managing diseases [20].

To combat COVID-19, the existing studies determined the

protein–protein interactions (PPIs) between the proteins

of SARS-CoV-2 and those of the host cells [21], and then,

utilized various graph theory algorithms to analyze the

network. For example, in a study, after the key nodes of the
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Figure 2. The general framework of the employed SBDR techniques in the different studies. These methods obtain the data of interest from the public databases and

process them before the docking experiment. For the proteins which their 3D structure is not specified, homology modeling approaches are utilized. Also, to validate

the outcomes further (the predicted DTIs), MD simulations and wet-lab analysis are carried out.

generated network were specified, some potential inhibitor

drugs were introduced [22]. Complementary exposure

components patterns were also used to find two drugs,

A and B, which can be more effective than a single therapy

in curing the disease [23]. Although the NB methods may

yield better treatment plans, many aspects of an emerged

disease are unknown [24]. Therefore, these approaches may

not be applicable in the early stages of an emerging disease

such as COVID-19.

(iii) SBDR methods: The first attempts to search for the candi-

date drugs against COVID-19 were made based on the 3D

structures of SARS-CoV-2 proteins specified using in vivo

or in vitro experiments. Such useful information along with

a huge volume of various biological data resulted in the

discovery of candidate medications against the COVID-19

infection [25]. The SBDR methods usually follow a simi-

lar framework to repurpose the drugs. For this purpose,

first, drugs information is extracted from the common drug

databases such as DrugBank [26], KEGG [27], DrugR+ [28,

29], TTD [30] and others. Then, after the obtained drugs

information is screened against the targets of interest [e.g.

S protein, angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), Mpro

and RdRp], the results are ranked based on the connection

stability criterion (the docking score). Next, some further

experiments such asMD simulation are performed to exam-

ine the behavior of the connection. The present review

investigates SBDRmethods which have been introduced for

managing the COVID-19 outbreak, which have the ability

to find the candidate medications in a short time and are

capable of yielding a practical outcome. Hence, the SBDR

might be a suitable approach in discovering the potential

drugs for not only controlling the COVID-19 outbreak but

also for treating an emerged disease.

(iv) Hybrid methods: To acquire accurate and practical results,

some studies have combined the abovementionedmethods

in different manners and utilized their advantages. For

instance, in a study, to discover the probable interactions

between the existingmedications and SARS-CoV-2 proteins,

a model was generated to predict drug–protein interactions

using theMLmethods. Then, after identifying the candidate

drugs, a molecular docking analysis was carried out to

validate the predicted outcomes. To discover the potential

anti-SARS-CoV-2 medicines, another study combined a

number of bioinformatics tools that have utilized the

concepts of PPI networks and molecular dockings [31].

The results of the mentioned studies showed that the

Cold-Damp Plague Formula is effective in treating the

COVID-19 infection. Hybrid methods, like the other DR

methods, may face some limitations and reduce the accu-

racy of the predictions due to some flaws in bioinformatics

suites and methods (as a synergic anomaly).

Some other categories such as the text-mining methods can

be considered besides the above classes. At the time of conduct-

ing this review, the aforementioned methods were available as

preprints. Hence, these methods along with some other novel

ones are introduced and explained as future directions in the

Discussion section.

A SUMMARY OF THE SBDR APPROACHES
AGAINST COVID-19: RESOURCES, METHODS
AND DISCOVERIES

This section examines the ways employed by the SBDRmethods

in combating COVID-19. The existing researches have followed a

similar framework which is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2, which can be applied to not only COVID-19 but also

to other emerging diseases, consists of several main steps which

are listed as follows:

(i) Collecting data: Advances in bioinformatics have yielded

helpful software packages and databases, which are play-

ing an essential role in combating COVID-19. In different

studies, the information about ligand and SARS-CoV-2’s pro-

teins (such as the 3D structure of the proteins, amino acid

sequences and chemical properties of drugs) is extracted

from the common databases and those which have been

developed especially for COVID-19.

(ii) Preparing ligands: A number of public databases (such as

ZINC and PubChem) curated the existing information on

the chemical compounds and facilitate the drug screening

process. In case there are no data available in the data

resources, various preprocessing phases (e.g. adding hydro-

gen atoms and removing unnecessary molecules) will be

followed to optimize the structure of a ligand and make it

suitable for the docking operations.

(iii) Modeling the 3D structure of the SARS-CoV-2 proteins

(homology modeling): Homology modeling techniques are

utilized when the 3D structure of a desired protein does not

exist. In that case, the amino acid sequence of the protein

is compared with that of the proteins whose 3D structure is

available, and then, the protein’s 3D structure is simulated.
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For example, in the early stages of the pandemic, the 3D

geometry information of the RdRp was simulated using the

homology modeling methods.

(iv) Preparing the protein: After acquiring the 3D structure of

the protein, its structure is processed and prepared for dock-

ing operations. Although this step is similar to the second

one, it usually contains a series of actions (i.e. iteration

steps) compared to the second step, such as generating low

energy conformations and neutralizing the charged groups.

(v) Performing the docking algorithms: Various types of soft-

ware packages, which commonly utilize the heuristic algo-

rithms, have been developed to investigate the connectivity

ability of the biological elements like protein–protein, lig-

and–protein and ligand–ligand. Since these software tools

usually produce practical outcomes, they are used in many

drug discovery projects to disrupt the SARS-CoV-2’s life

cycle.

(vi) Applying the MD simulation techniques: The flexible-based

docking algorithms consider various criteria (such as the

length of bonds, the type of bonds, torsions of atoms, etc.)

related to the binding sites of a ligand and a protein. In

contrast, the rigid-based docking algorithms do not take

the mentioned criteria into account and usually require

applying the secondary validation techniques like MD sim-

ulations. These simulation techniques analyze the physical

movement of atoms andmolecules and calculate the poten-

tial energy of a connection based on the force field’s differ-

ent concepts. From a difference perspective, the MD simu-

lation methods may also be helpful after applying flexible-

based docking algorithms due to the fact that unlike the

flexible docking methods, they take the effects of temper-

ature, solvation, ion bonds, etc. into consideration.

(vii) Validating using wet-lab experiments: Since the SBDR

approaches usually produce the results which are most

likely to be observed in a biological system, they have been

converted to a popular technique in the drug discovery

process against COVID-19, which examines whether there

is a probabilistic interaction between ligands and SARS-

CoV-2’s proteins or not. However, insomuch the mentioned

interaction may be affected by some parameters and

elements of a biological system, the predicted drug-SARS-

CoV-2 protein complex must be investigated further using

the in vivo or in vitro experiment, called the wet-lab trials.

The approaches,which screen the chemical and natural com-

pounds, target the key proteins or enzymes [e.g. RdRp,Mpro, PLpro,

NSP15, helicase, ACE2, transmembrane protease serine protease

2 (TMPRSS2), M, N, E and S proteins]. The targets are categorized

into three classes, including the structural and non-structural

proteins of SARS-CoV-2 and the host cells’s proteins that interact

with the proteins of the virus.

In the following subsections, the studies have been classified

based on the SARS-CoV-2’s proteins. A summary, which consists

of the main aims of the work, employed databases, utilized

methods and obtained results, has been also provided for every

study.

RdRp-related studies

To investigate the effects of the antiviral medications against

COVID-19, Elfiky carried out a similarity-based method which

consists of three main steps. First, the available sequence of

the SARS-CoV-2 genome was acquired from the NCBI nucleotide

database. Second, the SWISS-MODEL web server was employed

to model the structure of RdRp. For this purpose, the structure

of SARS HCoV was obtained from the protein data bank (PDB)

and was used as the simulation template because it bears a

striking (about 97.8%) similarity to SRAS-CoV-2’s RdRp. Besides,

the outcomes of the multiple sequence alignment algorithm,

obtained by the Clustal omega web server, showed that 90% of

SARS’ residues are identical to those of the virus. Molprobity

and SAVES web servers,which comprise a variety of popular and

efficient software tools, such asVerify 3D,PROCHECK,PROVE and

ERRAT, were utilized to validate the model. Third, the SCIGRESS

software suite was used for minimizing the generated model

and for performing the molecular docking experiments. In this

step, some compounds, including the FDA-approved and clinical

trials drug-like compounds, were screened and examined in

inhibiting SARS-CoV-2’s RdRp. The results suggested that sofos-

buvir, IDX-184, ribavirin and remdesivir maymanage the disease

better than the other chemical compounds. They also indicated

that cinnamaldehyde and thymoquinone play a negative role in

acting against SARS-CoV-2’s RdRp [32].

NSP15-related studies

Up to now, different researchers have examined SARS-CoV-2

from various aspects and have revealed itsmany unknown prop-

erties. Recently, it has been reported that the NSP15 (an endori-

bonuclease enzyme) plays a key role in replicating the virus. To

identify the potential antiviral compounds against the replica-

tion of SARS-CoV-2, Krishnan et al. carried out a SBDR method

that consists of threemain phases. In the first step, the 3D struc-

ture of NSP15 was downloaded from PDB and optimized using

the Schrodinger software application. Besides, the amino acid

sequence of the enzyme was compared with the other amino

acid sequences using the ClustalW multiple sequence aligner

algorithm. In the second step, first, 3978 compounds, having

antiviral properties, were retrieved from the Enamine database.

Then, the geometry and energy of the obtained compounds

were optimized using the Ligprep module of Schrodinger. In the

third step, the molecular docking experiments were carried out

based on the standard precision (SP), extra precision (XP) and

induced fit docking (IFD). For this purpose, the docking and glide

energy pairs for SP, XP and IFD were set as (−5, −40), (−5.5,

−40.5) and (−6, −50), respectively. As a result, eight compounds

(including Z595015370, Z2228348553, Z1302426228, Z1343129850,

Z16215674, Z2760938911, Z2239044677 and Z56786758) were pro-

posed for inhibiting NSP15, which forms a significant binding

energy with the enzyme [33].

Mpro-related studies

Mpro/3CLpro of SARS-CoV has a critical role in its life cycle. Since

the genomes of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 are similar, COVID-

19 may be controlled by inhibiting the Mpro of SARS-CoV-2. To

validate the hypothesis, Qamar et al. conducted a computa-

tional experiment in which they examined how much plant-

produced chemical compounds may bind to the enzyme and

inhibit it. The authors obtained the genome of SARS-CoV-2 from

the GISAID database, and then, extracted the sequence of 3CLpro.

This sequence was later converted to a protein sequence using

the ExPASy software suite. To determine the conserved residues

and similar sequences, the multiple-sequence alignment algo-

rithm was performed using the T-Coffee web server, and to

apply the homology modeling of the enzyme, the PSI-Basic

Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) algorithm was utilized to
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calculate the similarity score between the 3CLpro and the well-

known proteins obtained from the PDB which in turn resulted

in specifying the similar sequences. Then, the 3D structure of

the enzyme was simulated, and its quality was checked using

the Chimera and PyMOL software applications. In the next step,

32 297 phytochemical and traditional Chines medicine com-

pounds were gathered from different repositories and screened

against 3CLpro using themolecular operating environment (MOE)

software package. In the final step, to investigate the binding

behavior and stability of the connections, themolecular dynamic

simulation was carried out using the GROMACS software pack-

age.The findings of the above procedure included the nine plant-

produced chemical compounds such as isoflavone, myricitrin

and methyl rosmarinate. Based on the docking scores, it can be

concluded that the mentioned herbal compounds might prove

to be more effective than the other chemical compounds such

as nelfinavir, prulifloxacin and colistin [34].

As described before, in the early stages of the COVID-19

appearance, the 3D structures of the SARS-CoV-2’s proteins

were not available. Nevertheless, the different wet-lab studies

were carried out and some unknown information (such as

the 3D structure of Mpro) was provided. In a study, Knadeel

and Al-Nazawi screened the FDA-approved medicines against

the detected 3D structure of SARS-CoV-2’s Mpro. The authors

extracted the compounds from the SelleckChem data resource

and imported them into the Ligprep module of the Schrodinger

software suite to simulate and optimize their structures.

Moreover, the energies of the structures were minimized using

the OPLS2005 force field and prepared for docking using the

glidemodule of the Schrodinger software application. To acquire

more accurate results, the outcomes were ranked based on the

SP score, and then, 20 drugs were introduced as candidates

for curing COVID-19. The results included some medicines

from different drug groups such as antiviral, anti-cancer and

vitamin classes. The authors also made a comparison between

the sequences of SARS-CoV-2, MERS and SARS and showed

that the sequence of SARS-CoV-2 is more similar to that of

SARS than the sequence of MERS. For inhibiting Mpro of SARS,

curcumin was developed and proved to have powerful clinical

effects on patients suffering from SARS. However, Knadeel

and Al-Nazawi indicated that their predicted compounds form

better hydrogen bond interactions with the Mpro than curcumin

[35].

In another SBDR-based research, Shamsi et al. screened the

FDA-approved candidates against the SARS-CoV-2’s Mpro to treat

any possible indications of COVID-19. In this regard, several

crystal structures of SARS-CoV-2 Mpro were analyzed after being

downloaded from the PDB database. As a result, one of themwas

chosen (PDB ID: 6M03) for virtual screening, and its energy was

thenminimized.Next, using AutoDock Vina, a blind docking was

performed based on the 2388 FDA-approved drugs, and candi-

date medicines with the highest binding scores were selected.

The interactions mode of the selected compounds was ana-

lyzed, and those, which specifically interact with the active-site

residues of the protein, were filtered. The outcomes indicated

that glecaprevir and maraviroc (MVC) show the same pattern

of binding with the SARS-CoV-2’s Mpro, where the co-crystalized

inhibitor was observed. The identified structures were shown to

have antiviral activity that was used in the treatment of chronic

hepatitis C virus (HCV) (glecaprevir) and HIV infection (MVC)

[36].

Mittal et al. also targeted the SARS-CoV-2’s Mpro to identify

potential molecules with the best binding free energy based on

the interaction behaviors (MD simulation). In the mentioned

study, the crystal structure of Mpro in APO and HOLO forms (as

a complex with covalent inhibitors, N3 and 13b) were obtained

from the PDB database, and a library of FDA/repurposed ligand

structures was collected from the DrugBank, SelleckChem

and Repurposing hub databases. To screen the pool of the

ligand structures, a three-step virtual screening approach was

proposed, as follows: (i) high-throughput screening, (ii) SP and

(iii) XP. The final potential compounds were selected based

on the estimation of the relative binding free energies using

the MM-GBSA (the molecular mechanics energies combined

with the generalized Born and surface area continuum sol-

vation) method. Finally, six potential compounds (leupeptin

hemisulfate, pepstatin A, nelfinavir, birinapant, lypression and

octreotide) with the best ligand-binding affinity (1Gbind) were

identified [37].

Besides the described studies, Lorane et al. used a combined

set of software packages to computationally screen and pro-

pose the most potent chemical inhibitor(s) against the Mpro. The

researchers utilized the two compounds datasets for the virtual

screening of medications against Mpro. One of these libraries

contained 1017 previously targeted ligands (named SARS-CoV-

2 target library) and the other one included 1577 compounds,

whichwere predicted based on theMLmethods such as artificial

neural networks and Bayesian statistic techniques. Based on

the outcomes, two lists of 100 hit compounds with the high-

est binding affinity score were obtained for Mpro. Besides, the

ADME/Toxicity analysis was performed to predict the pharma-

cokinetic and toxicity properties of the chemical compounds by

comparing them with the currently tested anti-COVID-19 drugs.

Regarding the ADMET analysis, 10 molecules were selected as

follows: (i) m494 from the SARS-CoV-ML dataset and (ii) nine

molecules from the SARS-CoV-2-Target dataset (m57,m74,m113,

m135, m152, m351, m603, m808 and m824). Next, the inter-

molecular interactions between the drug candidates and Mpro

were calculated using a GA-based docking approach. The m57,

m113, m135 and m808 molecules showed the highest number

of molecular interactions with Mpro residues. Therefore, they

were selected for the structural similarity analysis using the

BindingDB web server. The results indicated that apixaban, a

known anticoagulant drug, has the highest similarity score (42%)

and might be a promising drug for curing patients infected with

SARS-CoV-2 [38].

Helicase-/nsp13-related studies

Helicase or nsp13 is an enzyme that plays an essential role

in the replication of SARS-CoV-2. The alignment algorithms

showed that the SARS-CoV-2’s helicase, which shares about

99.8% sequence similarity with the SARS-CoV’s nsp13, has

remained highly conserved. Therefore, it can be concluded that

the enzyme is critical to the virus’s life cycle. However, various

SBDR studies have ignored its effect probably because of the

unavailability of the enzyme’s 3D structure. To address the

issue, Mark et al. performed a SBDR experiment and screened

about 970 000 chemical compounds (obtained from the ZINC

database and Enamine library) against apo- and ATP/RNA-bound

conformations of SARS-CoV-2’s helicase. To generate the 3D

structure of the enzyme, the crystal structures of SARS/MERS’s

nsp13 were considered as the simulation templates, and its

3D structure was then optimized using the public software

packages such as NAMD. In the next step, Mark et al. applied

the rigid algorithm-based docking software suites to find the

potential drugs which may interact with the conformational

shapes of the enzyme, and then, the researchers validated their
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final outcomes using the MD simulations methods. According

to the results, lumacaftor and cepharanthine showed a higher

score with the conformational states of the enzyme, which led

the researchers to conclude that they might prove to be effective

in preventing the process of replicating the virus [39].

Multi-target-related studies

The conducted studies, which apply the SBDR methods to the

complex formed by the interaction between the SARS-CoV-2 and

the host cell’s proteins such as the S protein and ACE2, are

summarized in this section.

According to Indian ethnomedicines, someplants [nilavembu

kudineer chooranam (NKC), seenthilkodi (Tinospora cordifolia)

and sathakuppai (Anethum sowa)] are generally utilized to

treat the cold- and respiratory-related disorders. Therefore,

the active ingredients of the mentioned medicinal plants,

whose antiviral properties have previously been reported,

may be useful in curing the disease. Alagu et al. explored the

therapeutic efficacy of 10 Indian origin medicinal plants for

curing COVID-19.The researchers selected 47 active components

from the mentioned medicinal plants and screened them

against the S and Mpro of SARS-CoV-2 as well as the ACE2

enzyme of the host cell. The 3D structures of the bioactive

ligands were extracted from the PubChem database, and then,

their formats (.sdf) were converted into the pdf-format file

using the online SMILES translator program. Additionally, the

crystal structures of S protein, Mpro and ACE2 were retrieved

from the PDB database. To optimize the 3D structures, they

were refined using the ModRefiner algorithm, and their

hydrogen atoms were determined using the MMFF94 force

field in the Autodock suite. A molecular docking test was also

performed using Autodock, and the binding affinities were

determined based on kcal/mol. Next, the top 10 bioactive ligands

(cucurbitacin E, orientin, bis-andrographolide, cucurbitacin B,

isocucurbitacin B, vitexin, berberine, bryonolic acid, piperine

and magnoflorine) were identified based on the calculated

scores. It was shown that cucurbitacin E and orientin, from

among the predicted outcomes, have the strongest interaction

with the most critical residues of the targets. Hence, the

MD simulation was performed to further investigate the

interactions using the GROMACS 5.1.4 software package. The

MD simulation outcomes demonstrated that the interactions

between the two bioactive compounds and targets are stable,

and therefore, theymay be a proper option for treating COVID-19

[40].

Recently, different studies have identified the various

properties of SARS-CoV-2’s proteins and those which existed in

and interacted with the host cells. Based on the produced data,

in a study, the reported targets were systematically analyzed and

compared with the other coronaviruses’ proteins. As a result, 21

targets were identified, including Nsp1, Nsp3b, Nsp3c, PLpro,

Nsp3e, 3CLpro, Nsp7_Nsp8 complex, Nsp9, Nsp10, Nsp12/RdRp,

Nsp13/helicase, Nsp14, Nsp15, Nsp16, ORF7a, Spike, NNRBD,

NCRBD, E-channel, ACE2 and TMPRSS2 were identified. To

specify the 3D structures of the targets, the authors employed

the homology modeling software tools, such as the TMHMM

online server, that act based on the information existing in the

nucleotide sequence of similar targets.These datawere collected

from the NCBI nucleotide database, and their relationships

with the other proteins were determined using the ClustalW

multiple alignment algorithm. In the next step, after the authors

extracted a compound library from the ZINC drug database

as well as a dataset of the natural products, they screened

them against the 21 targets. After applying the homology

modeling techniques, a molecular docking experiment was

done, and some candidate medicines were proposed for treating

COVID-19. It was found that the outcomes consist of some

drugs from different groups such as antiviral, antibacterial and

anti-asthmatic classes [41].

Structural proteins-related studies

Since many pieces of researches have focused on the non-

structural proteins of SARS-CoV-2, some other studies have

applied the SBDR approaches to inhibit the structural proteins

of the virus and investigated their roles in preventing COVID-

19. In a study, the structural proteins of SARS-CoV-2 (E, M and

N proteins) were targeted, and the effect of the 548 natural

and synthetic compounds, having antiviral properties, were

examined using the docking experiments. For this purpose,

the sequence of the proteins and the 3D structure of N protein

were retrieved from the GenBank and PDB databases, and the

chemical information of the compounds was extracted from the

PubChem and SelleckChem databases. A homology modeling

web tool, named I-TASSER, was employed for both M and E

proteins whose 3D structure did not exist. Then, the common

software suites such as YASARA, CASTp, Molsoft and Autodock

vina were utilized for minimizing the energy, predicting the

active site residues, determining the pharmacokinetics traits

and calculating the binding affinity score, respectively. The

results indicated that some combinations such as doxycy-

line and rutin, caffeic and ferulic acids and simeprevir and

grazoprevir may inhibit the E, M and N proteins, respectively

[42].

Besides the research studies, some reviewworks investigated

the usefulness of the repurposed drugs, which were previously

obtained for the other diseases using the SBDRmethods, against

COVID-19. For example, amanuscript summarized the beneficial

effects of nitazoxianide (NTZ), an FDA-approved antiparasitic

agent, on patients infected with COVID-19. It was shown that

NTZ has a broad antiviral activity in different viral infections

such as coronavirus, influenza, hepatitis B and C viruses (HBV

and HCV) and other viruses. Moreover, it revealed that NTZ has

a bronchodilation activity in the contracted airways presenting

the medication as a promising candidate to conduct the clinical

trials. Nitazoxianide was approved as an antiparasitic therapy

for diarrhea and enteritis caused by Cryptosporidium spp. and

Giardia lamblia in the USA in 2002. The antiviral effects of NTZ

were discovered serendipitously while treating Cryptosporidium

diarrhea in patients suffering from HIV and HBV or HCV. The

article also reported on the in vitro studies conducted on the

application of NTZ and tizoxanide (TIZ, the active metabolite

of NTZ) to combat different viruses, including various coron-

aviruses such as canine coronavirus S-378, bovine coronavirus

(L9), murine coronavirus, human enteric coronavirus (4408) and

SARS-CoV-2 [43].

RESOURCES

Computational-based DRmethods strongly depend on the exist-

ing data resources whose correctness and volume play a critical

role in discovering the useful medications for curing COVID-

19. Although most SBDR approaches utilize the software pack-

ages, other DR techniques are usually created based on the

novel algorithms. Given the importance of data and software

resources, this section summarizes the resources used in the
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Table 1. The public data resources employed in the SBDR methods against COVID-19.

Database Description Ref

Asinex Provides screening libraries of lead-like molecules, macrocycles and fragments as well as research

reagents and building blocks

–

BindingDB A public, web-accessible database of measured binding affinities, focusing mainly on the

interactions of protein

[44]

ChEMBL A manually curated database of bioactive molecules with drug-like properties. It brings together

chemical, bioactivity and genomic data to aid the translation of genomic information into effective

new drugs

[45]

DrugBank A comprehensive database which includes different drug information such as the affected targets

as well as their sequences

[46]

Enamine Provides suitable services for searching and offering different types of small molecules [47]

NCBI A comprehensive set of sequences collected from different databases such as GenBank and PDB [48]

PDB Various information about the 3D structure of proteins, nucleic acids and other biological

complexes

[49]

PubChem A part of NCBI which includes a large collection of freely accessible chemical information such as

molecular formula, structures, chemical and physical properties, biological activities and safety

and toxicity information

[50]

Repurposing hub A curated and annotated collection of FDA-approved and clinical trial drugs along with their new

benefits

[51]

Selleckchem Consisting of curated data related to compound libraries and signaling inhibitors –

UniProt A comprehensive, high-quality and freely accessible resource of protein sequences and functional

information

[52]

ZINC15 A free database of commercially available compounds for virtual screening over 230 million

purchasable compounds with ready-to-dock 3D formats

[53]

∗Press CTRL and click on the database name for redirecting to the relevant page.

SBDR approaches against COVID-19 and categorizes them based

on their applications.

Table 1 lists the databases employed in the SBDR methods

and describes their data contents. It also provides an access

link to the databases along with their references. Every database

contains different information, and PDB, DrugBank and NCBI

from the databases are the most frequently used databases in

the DR methods against COVID-19.

Table 2 lists and explains the resource especially developed

to maintain the data corresponding with SARS-CoV-2 and viral

disease (COVID-19).

After collecting the data of interest, they are usually analyzed

using the public software applications to find their relationships

with the other data. Since in the early stages of the advent of

SARS-CoV-2, many aspects of its key proteins (e.g. the 3D struc-

ture of the proteins) were unknown, the homology modeling

techniqueswere applied to determine these aspects. Table 3 lists

and describes the utilized software packages employed in the

SBDR methods for homology modeling and structural analyses.

Screening the drugs against SARS-CoV-2 and proposing

the candidate medicines are the two main steps of the SBDR

approaches. Several popular drug screening, docking software

tools and MD simulations applications are listed in Table 4.

Considering the total number of usages, it seems that Autodock,

GROMACS and Schrödinger suites are more practical than the

other packages.

A CLASSIFICATION OF THE DETECTED DTIS

As shown in the Methods section, the SBDR approaches focus

on the 11 targets having different functionality. The targets are

divided into three groups, including structural, non-structural

and host cells’ proteins, which interact with the SARS-CoV-

2’s proteins. The medicines which have been suggested for

inhibiting the related targets are shown in this section. In

other words, the repurposed drugs which may be helpful

in controlling COVID-19 are listed based on the mentioned

categories. The discovered medications fit into the various

classes of drugs such as antiviral, anti-cancer and anti-hepatitis.

Figure 3 depicts some popular proposed drugs against COVID-19

as well as their related targets. Comprehensive lists of DTIs,

categorized based on the target types, are also available in

Supplementary Tables S4–S6 (see Supplementary Data available

online at http://bib.oxfordjournals.org/).

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Due to an urgent need to discover and develop cost-effective

treatments with high efficacy and low side effects against

COVID-19, researchers have focused on the DR methods. These

approaches can not only reduce the spent time and cost of

drug discovery projects but also find the candidate medicines

for curing the disease. From among the reported outcomes,

two repurposed drugs, remdesivir and favipiravir, suggested by

the SBDR methods, have shown powerful clinical effects on

treating the diseases. Besides, several studies detected antiviral

medications such as ribavirin whichmay be useful in recovering

the patients’ health and mitigating their pains. Although a

number of DR approaches had applicability to repurpose the

drugs against COVID-19, most of them were not applicable in

the preliminary stages of its advent because of the unavailability

of sufficient data and knowledge about the virus. In contrast,

the SBDR methods were capable of being applied in the early

stages of the COVID-19’s advent due to their reliance on the

basic data of the virus, such as its genome sequence. Hence,

SBDR techniques were quickly expanded, resulting in some

rapid solutions for emerging diseases such as COVID-19. For the

unknown protein structures of the virus, the SBDR approaches

utilize the simulation software applications and predict their 3D

structures based on the information existing in the sequences.

http://www.Asinex.com
https://www.bindingdb.org/bind/index.jsp
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/
https://go.drugbank.com/
https://enamine.net/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/labs/virus/vssi/#/
https://www.rcsb.org/
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
https://clue.io/repurposing/
https://www.selleckchem.com/
https://www.uniprot.org/
https://zinc15.docking.org/
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbab113#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbab113#supplementary-data
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Table 2. The data resources developed or extended to maintain the information related to the SARS-CoV-2.

Resource Data type Description Ref

CORD-19 Literature A free resource incorporating more than 280 000 articles. The

resource has provided an opportunity to develop artificial

intelligence-based tools such as the Covidex

[54]

CoV3D 3D structure of the virus proteins A weekly updated database incorporating the 3D structure of

SARS-CoV-2’s proteins and their complexes with other structures

[55]

COVID-19 data

hub

Statistical data, policy measures,

geographic information and

external identifiers

An integrated data resource which has been formed by a systematic

programming method based on the R programming language

[56]

COVID-evidence Reports and literature A frequently updated database holding trial pieces of evidence,

which discusses their advantages and disadvantages

–

COVID-KOP Drugs, phenotypes and pathways A deductive system that integrates the ROBOKOP graph database

with various data related to COVID-19

[57]

COVIEdb Epitopes of the virus Including the predicted B-cell and T-cell epitopes for different types

of coronaviruses, which can accelerate the drug discovery process

for combating COVID-19 and design an effective vaccine against it

[58]

DBCOVP 3D structure of coronavirus

glycoproteins

A curated web resource containing different structural properties of

the virus, helpful information to better understand the immune

response, and the predicted T-cell and B-cell epitopes of the

proteins

[59]

DockCoV2 Drug A database containing binding affinity between the FDA approved

and Taiwan NHI drugs and seven proteins of SARS-CoV-2 (the

protein targets have been introduced in this review)

[60]

DrugRepV The repurposed drugs Collecting data correspond with the medicines which have been

repurposed against 23 pandemic and epidemic viruses

[61]

GDSL Gene, drug and molecular

mechanism

A library including gene and drug sets which may have a role in

curing COVID-19

[62]

GESS Results of analyzing the genome

of SARS-CoV-2

A web-based resource that enables the users to search, obtain and

analyze the genome of the virus based on the geographical zones

[63]

GISAID Genetic sequences and

epidemiological data

Providing a rapid manner to share data related to human and

animal viruses

[64]

HIT-COVID Interventions A database prepared by more than 200 volunteers and consisted of

various information corresponding to the virus and its caused

disease

[65]

HVIDB Human-virus PPI A database covering 35 types of virus families and their interactions

with the human proteins

[66]

LitCovid Literature A frequently updated database which has been developed based on

the PubMed data

[67]

Ma’ayan

laboratory

Drugs and gene sets Collecting predicted drugs, which may affect the virus, as well as

gene sets from various resources and comparing the in silico

predicted outcomes with wet-lab results

[68]

Nextstarin Various mined information on the

virus

By analyzing different data gathered from all around the world, this

web platform, consisting of evolution information on the virus, has

been organized

–

OTAVAchemicals The virus proteins Preparing different libraries which include chemical compounds

and the predicted active sites of the virus proteins

–

SARS-CoV-2 3D Simulated 3D structures A precisely curated SARS-CoV-2 proteome database that has been

extended based on the oligomeric modeling, binding prediction,

mutation analysis and docking hypothesis

[69]

Tracker Antibodies Including antibodies and their related information gathered by

volunteers all around the world and used for curing COVID-19

[70]

ViralZone Molecular information A web-based resource containing information correspond to all

viral genes as well as useful information such as graphical

structures of viruses

[71]

Virus-CKB Chemical molecules, genes and

proteins

Describing how the chemical molecules, genes and proteins

involved in regulating a viral disease such as COVID-19

[72]

∗Press CTRL and click on the resource name for redirecting to the relevant page.

The scoring function, which represents the binding affinity

between a target and a ligand, is one of the key criteria to

determine and differentiate between the docking software

packages. The force field, empirical, ML and knowledge-based

scoring functions are the four categories to calculate the binding

affinity between a protein and a ligand. The suggested affinity

score, which should not be misinterpreted as an activation or

inhibition activity of the ligand on a target, explains only the

possible molecular interaction properties such as van derWaals,

hydrophobic, electrostatic and solvation forces. The docking

https://www.semanticscholar.org/cord19
https://covidex.ai/
https://cov3d.ibbr.umd.edu/
https://github.com/covid19datahub/COVID19/
https://covid-evidence.org/
https://covidkop.renci.org/
http://biopharm.zju.edu.cn/coviedb/
http://covp.immt.res.in/
https://covirus.cc/drugs/
https://bioinfo.imtech.res.in/manojk/drugrepv/
https://amp.pharm.mssm.edu/covid19/
https://wan-bioinfo.shinyapps.io/GESS/
https://www.gisaid.org/
https://akuko.io/post/covid-intervention-tracking
http://zzdlab.com/hvidb/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/coronavirus/
https://labs.icahn.mssm.edu/maayanlab/
https://nextstrain.org/sars-cov-2
https://otavachemicals.com/products/targeted-libraries-and-focused-libraries/sars-cov-2
https://sars3d.com/
https://chineseantibody.org/covid-19-track/
https://viralzone.expasy.org/
https://www.cbligand.org/g/virus-ckb
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Table 3. Software packages employed in the SBDR techniques.

Software Description Ref

3Drefine An interactive web server for refining proteins’ structure and providing various statistical

measurements

[73]

BIOVIA A comprehensive set of software applications which can be used in molecular simulations, ADMET

prediction, QSAR, structure-based drug design and pharmacophore modeling

–

CASTp An online service for locating, delineating and measuring the geometric and topological properties

of protein structures

[74]

CLC Genomics

Workbench

A package for analyzing, comparing and visualizing next-generation sequencing (NGS) data like

multiple sequence alignment and phylogenetic tree analysis

–

CoV-GLUE A web tool maintaining information on the variations of the SARS-CoV-2’s amino acid sequence

(replacements, insertions and deletions)

[75,

76]

ExPASy A tool that allows the translation of a nucleotide (DNA/RNA) sequence to a protein sequence and

computes various chemical parameters of a given protein

[77]

HISNAPI A software tool for predicting binding sites in the protein and nucleic acid interactions [78]

iDMer A module for screening effective compounds against viral infectious [79]

JPred A protein secondary structure prediction server [80]

LIGPLOT A program for plotting protein–ligand interactions based on a given PDB file [81]

MODELLER A software for homology or comparative modeling of a protein’s 3D structure [82]

MolAICal An artificial intelligence-based soft tool for generating 3D structure of drugs in 3D pocket of a

protein

[83]

Molprobity A structure-validation web service that acts based on both proteins and nucleic acids information [84]

ProSA An interactive web service for the recognition of errors in 3D structures of proteins [85]

PyRx A structure-based virtual screening software to screen a list of compounds against targets of

interest

[86]

SAVES A server containing different packages, such as the Verify 3D tool, that are used for checking and

analyzing the structure of proteins and their quality

–

SWISS-MODEL A fully automated protein structure homology-modeling server [87]

T-Coffee A multiple sequence alignment package which has been developed based on a progressive

algorithm

[88]

UCSF Chimera A program for the interactive visualization and analysis of molecular structures and related data

along with an extensible molecular modeling system

[89]

Note: ADMET, absorption distribution metabolism elimination and toxicity; QSAR, quantitative structure-activity relationship; DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid.
∗Press CTRL and click on the software name for redirecting to the relevant page.

Table 4. Software suites employed for the docking and MD simulations.

Software Description Ref

Autodock A suite that specifies how a biological element such as a small molecule binds to a receptor of

known 3D structure

[90]

CaFE A tool for predicting binding affinity based on free energy calculation methods [91]

CHARMM A program consisting of different tools with a comprehensive set of energy functions that support

QM/MM, MM/CG and some solvent models

[92]

GOLD It is applied to calculate the interaction score between a protein and a ligand (docking) –

GROMACS A comprehensive package to carry out MD experiments [93]

MOE A multi-objective software suite that provides various capabilities such as visualization,

simulation, modeling and docking

[94]

NAMD Software for MD simulations [95]

Schrödinger A chemistry-based computational tool for measuring binding free energy between biological

elements such as proteins and ligands

[96]

SCIGRESS A versatile platform for molecular design, modeling and docking –

YASARA A software tool for graphical representation of molecules, dynamics simulations and energy

minimization

[97]

∗Press CTRL and CLICK on the software name for redirecting to the relevant page.

concept is based on the searching conformational space that

is not thoroughly covered by the currently available computer

resources. Even by applying flexibility to the ligand and the

residues of the binding pocket (semi-flexible), which is provided

by some docking software tools, the procedure can just offer

a snapshot of the interaction. Therefore, docking is a static

procedure neglecting entropic effects. These deficiencies limit

the potential of docking in discovering candidate medications.

To tackle the limitations of the docking approaches, the MD

simulations, as a helpful alternative approach,may yield a better

conformational analysis of a target–ligand interaction from

energetic and mechanistic viewpoints. Although the process

http://sysbio.rnet.missouri.edu/3Drefine/
https://discover.3ds.com/discovery-studio-visualizer-download
http://sts.bioe.uic.edu/castp/index.html?4jii
https://digitalinsights.qiagen.com/
http://cov-glue.cvr.gla.ac.uk/#/home
https://web.expasy.org/translate/
http://chemyang.ccnu.edu.cn/ccb/server/HISNAPI/
https://hub.docker.com.r/bm2lab/idmer
https://www.compbio.dundee.ac.uk/jpred/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/software/LIGPLOT/
https://salilab.org/modeller/
https://molaical.github.io/
http://molprobity.biochem.duke.edu/
https://prosa.services.came.sbg.ac.at/prosa.php
https://pyrx.sourceforge.io/
https://servicesn.mbi.ucla.edu/SAVES/
https://swissmodel.expasy.org/
http://tcoffee.crg.cat/
https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/
http://autodock.scripps.edu/
https://github.com/huiliucode/cafe_plugin
https://www.charmm.org/
https://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/solutions/csd-discovery/components/gold/
http://www.gromacs.org/
https://www.chemcomp.com/index.htm
https://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/namd/
https://www.schrodinger.com/
https://www.fqs.pl/en/chemistry/products/scigress
http://www.yasara.org/
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Figure 3. The proposed drugs and theirs affected targets, collected from different studies.

of running time in the MD simulations may prove too costly, the

rising of high-performance computers, computer clusters and

recently cloud computing can facilitate and even automate the

SBDR steps.

Currently, researchers have provided a huge volume of useful

and curated data in the form of repositories and databases.

These data have provided opportunities for the other DR

approaches such as textmining. For instance, a possible solution

is to screen the sentences of the published articles and then

determine their entities such as drugs and targets. Next, some

features can be extracted from the validated entities and

selected using the feature selection approaches. Based on the

identified features, a deep neural network can be formed and

trained using the efficient techniques. The obtained model can

then be applied to predict the interaction of medicines and

proteins of SARS-CoV-2. Finally, the outcomes can be validated
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using the docking and molecular dynamic techniques. Further,

the usefulness of the complementary exposure component

pattern, which may play an important role in curing different

diseases, can be investigated in treating COVID-19. To this

end, a host–pathogen PPI network can be formed to discover

a pair of drugs as a promising combination therapy. This

synthetic is chosen in such a way that the drugs do not share

the targets and cover the hub nodes of the network. In the

process of inhibiting the hub nodes, the SBDR approaches

can be utilized based on the framework introduced in the

Methods section. In this regard, according to the output of

this review, it seems that a combination of ribavirin and

simeprevir can show a synergic result and reduce the disease

complications better than the other therapeutic suggestions.

Based on the different studies, these medicines, which can

properly bind to RdRp and Mpro targets, may significantly

decrease the viral loading process. A comprehensive list of

possible combinations, which have been sorted by their targets

and may show a synergic effect on curing COVID-19, is available

in Supplementary Tables S7 and S8 (see Supplementary Data

available online at http://bib.oxfordjournals.org/).

CONCLUSION

In the current review, different SBDR approaches were investi-

gated and described for combating COVID-19. These techniques

appear to be the most suitable in silico tools to explore de novo

drugs against the emerging infectious diseases because they can

be carried out based on the rudimentary information (e.g. whole

genome of a virus) on an emerging disease. For an emerging

infectious disease, the SBDR methods can be employed in five

main steps, including (i) multiple sequence alignment to inter-

pret the evolution process of a virus, (ii) homology modeling to

simulate the 3D structure of proteins or enzymes if not available,

(iii) drug screening to specify the potential medications to treat

a designated disease, (iv) molecular docking to calculate the

interaction scores between the discovered drugs and targets of

interest and (v) MD simulation experiments to further inves-

tigate the nature of interactions. In addition to the methods,

this review classified the database and software resources uti-

lized in the COVID-19 projects and explained their roles. These

databases and software platforms can be used to unravel the

hidden information and introduce the potential drugs for curing

infectious disease.
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